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A nine-fold canonical decomposition for linear systems 

H. ALINGt and J.M. SCHL1\fACHERi 

The 2ero structure for nou-1nini1Y1al J)t'(lper ~·!'Items in st.ate-space ionn is inv<:i:lti,g&red. 
The app1·otlch is ' geometric'. and a cou1plete chnra.<iceri7.l\tion in geometric terms is 
given of t,hc invati(tnt,, deoonpling, systenl and t,ransmiss.ion zeros, "8 defined by 
Ro$nbrook. The first main re.suit i.iS Ct ionnula ior thA transmission zeros. Second. 
a' canonical' lnt tice diagram ia presented of a dooompoi;ition of the a1,ate ~pace which 
can be vie,~·ed as the ' product- ' or the Kalman canonical decompo.sitiotl ltn<l t.he 
Mor"iSe canonica1 decomposition. Tbis decoo1poiSitiorl give.$ I.\ $traightforv.•ard charac
tcri~l\tio1). of &II ierO$ jn$t mentioned in terms of spcct.rnl p1vpert ieg of l'IUb"f>aces 
under a certain c lass of foodbnck and injection n1appings. ' ria this dil4,.'TU.m l\ uwnbe:r 
of equivalent formuJae for the transt~ion zt:r0$ •re derived. 'l'he freedom in pole 
assignment lend.$ to oew cha.ract.eriza.tions for the invariant ttuJ sy&tern tel.'0$ in terms 
of greatest common d.iviso:rs oi <:htltMterirstio polynomia.la. Finally. the relation 
irs <le1non$h·at~d between certain subspaces ltnd ao1ne ift·rt1ch1ra.I invariants. i.e. the 
zeros l\t iuiini.ty ~1\d the n1inin\al indicea of a polynomial bas.U, f<iJ: the kernel of the 
tra.nst'er function. 

J. Introduction 
ln the past decade there has been a gi·eat deal of interest in the zero struc· 

tnre of linear multivariablc systems. llfany definit.ions haNe been proposed, 
some of which were defined in a state·space context, others in input/output 
terms (MacFadaue and Karcanias 1976, Francis and Wonham 1975). lliost 
of them are co,•ered by the work of Rosenbrock (1970, 1974), who characterized 
different kinds of zeros in wrms of polynomia.I system mat.rices, showed how 
they were related and what their interpretations were. His definitions are 
now standard. Of central importance were the Smith form and the S111it.h-
11ic)lillan form, notions which were defined for general polynomial and rational 
matrices respectively, and which were not only used for definitions, but also 
as powerful instruments. At approximately the same t-itne the geomet.ric 
approach was intl'Oduced, and soon (llioore and Silverman 1974, Hosoe 1975, 
Anderson 1975) a geometric interpretation of t.ransmission zeros for strictly 
proper minimal systems was available. '!'he key was given by t-he 'Morse 
canonical ' decomposition based on the supremal output·nulling controlled 
invariant subspace and it.s dual counterpart. Implicitly, much earlier the 
same decomposition had been made by Kronecker in 1890 (see Gantmacher 
1959), but it.s system·theoretic meaning was only made clea.r by Morse (1973) 
and, independently, by Thorp (19i3). Related 1·esearch is concerned with the 
pole/zero structure at infinity. Using polynomial system matrices, va.n der 
Weiden and Bosgra (1979, 1980) extended and completed Hosenbrock's theory 
of system zeros. 
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Zeros at infinity hiwe itls<> been studied in a diiferent context, i.e. system 
invertibilit.y, by Silverman (1969). Although the geometric interpretation of 
2e1·os at infinity was a.lroady implicit in 11forse (197a) (see also Morse (1976)), 
this characterizatfon obtains a m01-e nat.ura,J interpretation in terms of almost 
inva.riant subspaces (Willems 1981 )-see Comma.ult and Dion (1982). 

In this pa.pet' we consider systems of the form 

{

x(t) = Ax(t) + B11(t) where> u(t)eo/I ~Ji"' 
k : y(t)EPl -;r, R• 

y(t) = Cx(t) + Du(t) x(t)e!l';;;; R" 
(1) 

1l:Iinima.!it.y is not assumed. Tn § 2 we give a summa.l'y of the definitions of 
zeros and the relevant geometric concepts, and we derive a formula. for the 
transmission zeros. 

A lattice diagram, which contains a.JI subspaces relevant to the zero struc
ture is presented in § 3, as well as five alternative formulae for tho transmission 
zeros and a block matrix representation. Section 4 contains results on pole 
assignment ancl new formulae fort.be inva1·iant and system zeros in such terms. 
The orders of the zeros at infinity and the minimal indices of a polynomial 
basis for the kernel of the transfer ftmotion are shown in § 5 to he in on&-one 
relation to the dimensions of certain subspaces, which completes a characteriza· 
tion of a.JI edges in the lattice diagram of § 3. 

};r otat·ion 
Sets and subspaces are denoted by script symbols. '!'he controllable 

subspace is \\Tittcn ( A 1.96') =.96° + A&lJ + ... + An-1~. where.@= Im B. Dually, 
the unobservable subspace is ( .;t"IA) =$·nA-1Jt"n ... nA 1- ".Jt', where .;i"= 
Ker 0 . For a mapping Jlf, M- 1"1' denotes the set {xlillxif}. 'J.'he spectrum 
of a matrix A is written o(A). For output.-nulling controlled invariant sub· 
spaces"!' (see §2) we denote 3'("//l={Pl(A+RF)'t"'<=?'-'";:Ker(G+DF)} 
and duaJly 0'(.9') = {01(A +OG).9'<=.9'=>Im (B+GDl}. The characteristic 
polynomial of a matrix A is denoted X{ A). '!'he restriction of a mapping .A 
to an A ·i'\'·a!ia.~1t subspace"!' is written A 17". $ is the direct snm for lineat 
subspaces. For a polynomial p(s), deg (p) is its degree. For a subspace "!', 
dim ("/') is it~ dimension. If rand if' are both invariant for A, and if/' c: "!', 
t·hen tho mapping induced by A on the <)UOtient space "f/'/if/' is denoted by 
A I ("f//71''). In case any confllilion coulcl arise over whioh system a subspace i". 
is defined, "f/' is denoted by ,V(~). where :1: is t.he relevant system. For nota
tional convenience sf is abbreviated ass. 

2. Transmission zeros 
We shall first summarize the clefinitfons of zeros as introduced by Rosen

brock (1970, 1974) and discuss some relationships bet.ween various kinds of 
zeros. 

(a) Tra.mmiission u,ros : '!'he zeros of t.be numerator polynomials not equal 
to zero in the Smith-McMillan form of t·he transfer fun ct-ion G(s) = C(s-A )- 1B + 
D. These zeros hM·e the follo";ing d.vnamical interpret.a.tion (Desoer and 
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Schulman 1974): Assume that G(s) has maximal rank for almost any seO, 
and for the system (I), x(O)= 0, and 

(I) m.;: p : If z is a t.ninsmission zero of order k, then there exist polynomial 
vectors g(s) and m(s) such that the input 11.,(s)=g(s)(s-z) C•+i>+ui(s) 
produces an output 

{
o 

y(t)= 
a exp (zt) 

(\ft> 0, o=O ... k-1) 

(\ft>O, o=k; a,00) 

(2) m -,.p: If z is a transmission zero of order k, then there exists a linear 
combination W) of y(I) and its deri\•atives, such that Wl = 0 (Vt> 0, 
"= O .. . k - l) for all input.s of the form 1t.(I) = g(t• /" ! ) exp (zt) + 
~ m.a<»(t), where g is an arbitrary constant vector and where t.he m • 
• 

are fw1ctions of g. For "=k, '(t) is pro1l0rtiona.I to exp (zt) for all 
t > 0 and non-zero for almost all g. 

Roughly speaking, (1) says that some input of 'frequency' z is compensated 
by an initial condit.ion, which the st.ate bas been kicked into by a singular 
input at t = 0. For the case m;;. p, (2) says that the same is true for an arbi
trary input of 'frequency ' z where the output is t.aken to be the output of a 
polynomial postcompensator. Note that transmission zeros depend only on 
the transfer function. 

(b) Input decoupling zeros : 'l'he zeros of the GCD of t.he minors of order n 
of [A - 8 B] which are not ident.ical to the zero polynomial. They correspond 
to uncontrollable modes of the system. 

(c) Output dec<Yupling wros: Analogous to (Ii) with (A, B) replaced by 
(AT, CT). Output decoupling zeros correspond to unobservable modes. 

(d) lnputfou.tpv.t decov.pling zeros : The ont.put decoupling zeros whleh 
clisappear when the input decoupling zeros are eliminated by the procedure of 
Rosenbrock (1970, pp. 60- 63). 

(e) System zeros : Consider the system matrix 

[

s-A 
P(s)= 

- C 

and let k be the largest integer such that there is a non-zero minor of order "+ k 
which is formed by rows and columns of P, in such a wa.y that the first n 
rows and columns are included. The system zeros are defined as the zeros 
of t.he GCD of these minors. 

(/) bwariant zeros : The zeros of t.he non-zero polynomials on the diagonal 
of the Smith form of P(s). 

These definit.ions can also be applied to a general system matrix 

[ 

T(s) 

- V(s) 

U(s)] 
W(s) 

Rosenbrook (1973, l 9i4) showed that· {e} ={a, b, c} - {d} which mean..~ t.11at 
t he set of system zeros is t.he union, count.ing mult.iplicities, of the set of 

2E2 
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tra.nsmi!lsion zeros and the set of deroupling zeros, and that {/} c:: {e}, which 
means that every invariant zero is a •yKlcm zero, counting multiplicity. 

Earlier ( 1970, pp. 60-63) he presented a procedure by which a polynomial 
s,vstem matl'ix P(•) is reduced to a least-order polynominl Ry•wru "'"t.rix 
P0(s) wit.h I he 81une transfer function, in suc·h ,. way that f.he mino1'8 of l'(s) 
differ from tho <-orresponding minOrH of P0(s) by fa.ct-Ors (s - 41), where the 
s1 are clecouplin!( zeros. Therefore, tht'I invariant zeros of P(a) differ from the 
invariant ZNOR of P0(s ) by a set of deroupling zeros. As the invariant zeros 
of the Je,,.t·order system matril< P0(<) nre the transmission zeros of P0(3) 
(or P(s)), it i• clear that the set of tran•mi-.•ion zeros is contained in the set of 
invariant zero•. or {n}c {/}. These relntion8 are summarized in Fig. l. 

d~cou l i na ze ros 

transmissic~ zeros 

: tf'!:l z eros 

The definition of input/output uc(·Oupling zeros (i.o.d. 7.MO•) may seem 
so01ewhat a•ymmetric with respc<-t to the input decoupling zero• (i.d. 7.eros) 
a.nd the output d<'roupling zeros (o.cl. zcroR). but the follo"ing can be established 
(Rosen hl'O<'k IOiO, p . 83) 

i.~.d. zeros= u(A l(t.:t'I .-1 >+(A IJ )J/(A ld>JI 
1.d 7.eros = a(A II/(A I;;/)) 

c>.<I. zeros= a(A l<Jf'IA)) 

(2) 

For more ch11'orate descriptions of f.hc•o zoro•, see van dcr Wcidrn nnd Bo•gra 
(!9i9). A grnornl •un·ey has been )ll'('R(>ntcd by l\IacFarlane and Karennias 
(19i6). 

For striNly proper systems. a formul11 for the transmission ~cTOR i• knom1 
by the paper of Moore and Sil.-erman (1975). Anderson ( 197.l) generalized the 
goometri<- concept• to systems of the form (1 ). We shall briefly summarize his 
definitions and main results : 

(1) A subspnre '!"' is an output-nu lling controlled im·aria11l sub•pnce iff 
(3F) such l·hnt (A+ BF)"f/c "f/c K1'1' ((' + DF). The set of o.n.c.i. •ubspnces 
is non-empty 11nd closed under subspn-0<' add ition, so that it h11s n maxi mal 
element"/!'•. 

(2) A •uh•pat-e .ii is an output-nulling rontrollability subsparo iff 
(V.r 0 , .r 1€ R)(3u( '), 31;;. O)..r(O) • .r0 , .r(I) =r1 , y( ') ~ 0 . 
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'l'here is a maximal element, which is given by 

ill•= (A+ BFl'1'"*nB(Ker D)) with Feff('"f/'*) 

(3) 1'he dual concepts are ' input-containing' subspaces [/' : 

(3G)(A + U0).9"c .9":::> Im (B +GD), 

and ' unobservability ' subspaces with minimal element 

.,V•= ( .9"*+0- '(lm D)I A+UO> with Ge(Ji(.9"*) 

783 

(3) 

(4) 

(4) The following relations, which reduce to results of )forse (1973) for 
D=O, hold 

(5) 

(i;) er( A + BFl&l*) and cr(.d + GGl!l'{..1V*) can be assigned arbitrarily by 
Fe!F('"f/'*), resp. Ge(Ji(.9"*); while for these F and G, er( A + BFl1'"*/9t*) ancl 
er( A + GClf* /.9'') remain fixed. 

(6) The transmission zeros are given by o(A + BPl'1'"*/£it*), with Fe:F('1'"*). 
Jn proving t.bis, Anderson implicit.ly assumed minimality, as t he transmission 
zeros were set equal to t.11c invariant zeros. For non -miruinal systems pole
zero cancellations will occur in the transfer function, so in this case t his formula 
merely represents the invariant zetos (cf. also van der Weiden and Bosgra 
(1979)). 

Algorit.hms for the computation of '1'"* as a limit of subspaces 1'"1 are avail
able (Anderson 1975, Molinari 1976, J 978). These subspaces '"f/'i are defined 
recursively as follows 

i'°•=!r, -1'"' = {xll31.e!J't)Ax+ Bue'"f/'i-1 , Ox+ Dit= O} (6) 

For a discrete-time system I:• : x1~1 = Ax1+ Bu1, y 1= Cx1+ Du,, this definition 
has a natural interpretation 

il">=flf, -f''={xl(3110, ... ,111_,)y0 = ... =y1_ 1 =0 forx0 =x} (7) 

That these definitions are equivalent can be pro,·ed by induction as follows. 

(i = 1) ri = {n:l(3i1';o//).4x + Bl•E7''"0 =!f, Ox+ D,, = O} 
= {xl(3u0e'f/)y0 =0x0 + Du0 = 0 for x.= x} = 11'1 

(i-->i + 1) ·7""+1 = {xl(3u0e1i)A x+ Bu0e'1'"', Cx+ Dl10 = O} 
= {xl(3u0e!J't)1·1e'"f/'1 = j'?l, Yo = 0 for x0 = x} 
= {xl (3u0~)(3u 1, .. .,u,e!J'l)y1= ... = y1= 0, y0=0 forx0 =x} 

as x1E"Y1«>(3u1, ... , 1<1)y1 = ... =y, =0 

Defiriit.ion (7) was first proposed by :Molinari (1976 a), who proved th<> 
equivalence with the definitfon of Anderson. The dual definitfons nre 

.9"0 = {O}, .9"i= {xl(3ue<l'i)(3xe.9''-1)Ax + B11 =x, Ox+ Dt• = O} (8) 

9'"={0), .9''={xl(3u0, ... ,u,_,)x0 =0, x,=x, y0 = . . . =y,_,=0} (9) 
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:Note tha.t definitions (6) and (S) are bot.h indepcnclcnt of state feedback 
ancl output inject.ion. As a special case the same holds for "fl"* and :!'*. As 
a consequence, we may calculate i'' and [/'i just as well for t.l1e system which 
has been constructed as follows. 

If we decompose o/I = <W, $'fl 2 and !/Y = ~ 1 $1!12 with o/11 =Ker D and 
'IY2 =lm D, then we can write 

[

A B, 

[ ~ ;]= c, 0 

c, 0 

B.l :. (I 0) 

where D22 is invertible. Choosing 

G=IO -B,D,,-11 F=[ O ] 
-D,,-1 02 

and selecting suitable bases in*• and fl,, we obtain the mat.rix representation 

[

A+BF+GC+GDJ!' 

C+.DF 
(11) 

\vhere A 1 = A - B 2D22- 1 C!. 
So if we clefine l:= (A, B, C, D) and f-=(A 1, B,, 0 1, 0), then ~·•(l:)= 

'"fl"*(f) and .9'*(:!:) = .9"*(i:). ln some cases this allows us to use familar 
results for the st.rictly proper case, as will be done in § 5. 

After these preliminaries we are in a position to derive a formula for t.hc 
transmission zeros in geometric terms. This will be done by calcu lating 
the t.ransmission zeros for a minimal system with the same transfer function, 
which will now be constructed. As in (I), we have the system~ = (A, B, C, D). 
Define new systems :E =(A, B, G, D) and L= ((A, B, U, D) in thefoJlowing ways 

!_ =(AIB). i: X--+X (~tu!:_al imbedding) 
X =X{i '«KIA)), .,, : X-X (canonical projection) 

and t he remaining mappings such that the diagram in F ig. Z commutes. 

x 

/ ti 
u --·-·~ X __ • __.. 

"" ~ . I\"' x - ---'-;,'---._ 

D .: D = D 

]figure 2. 

tj~y 

f/ 
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Note, that these mappings are well-defined, because Ini i=(A la?> is 
A-invariant., Ker ,,.=i 'C<flA)) is A-invariant, Im Be Im i and Ker ,,c 
Ker C. 

The )forse decompositions of Z and ~ are related to that of L in a '<'ery 
natural way by the following proposition, which is proved in the Appendix. 

P·roposition l 
1""*(~) = ,,.£- l·t"*(L) 

.9'*(l;) = ,,.;-1.9'*(L) 

9f•(l;) = ,,f-l&'e*(:E) 

.1V*(l;) =1fi-1,,V•(L) 

By the results of Anderson (1976), and because the transfer functions of 
:E and ~ are the same, the transmission zeros of the system l: are given by 
o-( J + BFl1""*(~)/9i?*(l':)), with FE.9"(1""*(l;)). Of course we want a formula in 
terms of l:. Formula (12) is one of several possibilit.ies, and alternatives will 
be given later. 

'/' heo,.em. 1 
The transmission zeros of t.ho system :E =(A, B, C, D) arc given by 

a(A + BFl(?"'*(:l:)l'l(A 1&9))/(-~*(l:) + ((% IA)l'l(A 1<19)))) (12) 

fol· any Fe.:F'(?"'*(:E)) such that Fl(.::t"IA)=O. 

Proof of Theore11i l 
During the course of t.he proof we shall state and prove various lemmas, 

starting with the following. 

Lemma 1 
Let F be as in (12). Define F by F"' =Fi. Then FEJ'(?"'•(~)). 

Proof 
l>efine il' - i '?"'*(L) and F=Fi. As (-'f'IA)cKerF, we have Kel·,,.c 

Ker F, so P is well-defined. Because i is monic, we have 

(A+ llFJ7'? ~i-'(i(A + BF)..Y) 
= i-'((A + BF)if-l(?"'*(L)))ci-1((A + BF)1""*(L)) 

c ·i-1(>"'*(2:)) = j"' 

so 

t.4 + BF)(1""*<l':))= <A+ .lif),,.i? = .r(J + BF)..Y c= .,,..y =1""•(l:.J. 

Further, 

(C + DF)(?"'*(L)) = (0 + .lH\ .. f- l(?"'*(:E)) = (C + DF)i-'(>"'*(:l:ll 
= (C + Di')ii-•(?"'*(~)) c (C + DF)>"'*(l:) = {0}, 

0 
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Define A0 = A+ RF, A0 = A+ BF and A0 = A+ BF. We shall show that 
A 0 I(?"* (:\:)()( A l.91) )/(.~*(E) +((.:it" I A >()< A l.:R) )) and A0 ji"*(~)/Yt*(~) are 
sitnilar, ttsiu.g Fig. 3. Here i and i' are natural irnhed<lings, if a1)d '"'ate canoni
cal project.ions. We shall prove that Fig. 3 commutes, nnd that T is an 
isomorphism. 'l'hus the theorem will have been proved, as 

(i)- 1(9f*(:l.:) + ( f jA)) = (i)-'(91'*(E) + ((Jf°I A) ()( A I~))) 

by Lemma 2 below. 

Figttte 3. 

Lemma 2 
Let "Ycfl' Mid i. : ·'f/ ..... ;ii: the natural injection. Then for 1rc!f, the 

following hold 
u-•if'=ir()"f/', i 'if/'=i.-'(if'()"Y) . 

We recall t.hc following rules from linear algebra. The first one is a special 
case of Lemma A 1 in the Appenclix. 

l.JCni1na 3 
Let </> : f.( - f!!I be a linear mapping, let fl", "fr c 'Y, and "Y +"ff/ c Im <f>. 

Then </>-1('//' +"ff/')= q,-1(7") + q,-1("fl/'). 

Lemma 4 

Let</>:!!( ..... '!'/ be monic, </> ' such that <f>+<f>=lcr, and let if/'co// such that 
"fl/' c Tm <f>. Then <f>+if/' = <1>-11r. 
We shall need the follo";ng isomorphism. 

ummci 5 
(f!"*(l: )()( A I&> )/(Yt*(l:) + ((;)('I A) ()( A I~>)) ;;;; "Y*(~)/9i*(:l:) . 
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Proof 
(i'*(l:)ll( A I·~> )/(.<Jt*(l:) + ((.::f' I A )ll( A l!iJ))) 

;;;' { (i'*(E)ll(A I@> )/(<.;t' I A>('\< A J&)) }/{ (Bi'*(E) 
+ ((X IA)ll(A 1.@) ))/(<.:f IA)ll(A Ja9))} 

For the numerator we have 

(i"*(E)ll( A l9J> )/((Jf I A)(')( A 1.<ir)) = u-1(7'*(2.))/ii I (<.:Jt' I A>) 

;:;i-'(f*(E))/i-1((.:f JA)) ;;;;:r.i-'pf•(E) = f•(~) 
The denominator is worked out similarly 

(9t*(L) + ((.;t' I A )ll(A 18'1)))/((.Jf' I A )ll( A l9J>) 

=ii-1 (.'il*(L) + <Jf"I A ))/ii-1(<.:f IA)) 

~i-1(9i'*(2.) + (.?f'I A))/i-1((.)f IA)) 

;;;; r.(1-1 (.~*(l:)) + ;-1( (.::f' J A>)) 

= d-'(Sl*(E)) = ."1'*(f) 

We define the following mappings 

T 1 = (1') ... , where (r.)- is a right inverse of;; 
'I' 2 = (i')+.,,;-;:, where (i')+ and ·i+ are left inverses of i' (resp. i), 

T 3 ="', and T=T3T 0T 1 

Then '/' is an isomorphism by Lemma 5 and the following lemma. 

Lern'llUt 6 

T is epic. 

Proof 
First, 

'f',(i)- '(&l*(:E)+ <:f'IA)) 

= (i')+,,.i+i(i)-1(9i'*(:E) + (Jt' I A)) 
= (i')+,,,i+(9f*(l:) + ((.X-j A )ll(A l9J>)) 

= (i')+,,.i+(Sl*(E)) + (i.')~r.i+((Jf' IA)ll( A 18'9)) 

= (i')+,,.i-1(9l*(2.)) + (i')+,,.1-1((.!t'I A)ll(A 19!) l = (i')~Bl*(~) 

= (i')-'9l*(~) 
so T 3T .m-1(9t*(L) + <Xl4)) = {O}. But then 

• • 
T 37'2T 1ff = 1'31'2('./',(ff) + (i)-1(9i'*(E) + (.?t'IA))) 

which, as r.T 1 = I; and (i)-1(9t*(l:) + (Xl4)) =Ker ii, equals 

T 3T ,ti':=,,.' (i')+,,,;+;J· 
= r.'(i')-m+(f*(E)ll(A l9J)) =,,.'(i')+1r'i-'(1"'*(~)1l( .4 J~)) 

0 

= r.'(i')-m-•(i'•(E)) = r.'(i')+'f/"•(f) = 11'(i')-1i"'*(l:) =# 0 
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Commutativity is proved as follows. Because .;tfcifi, i and i are monio 
and t.he subcliagrams commute, we have i+iA0 = A 0i+i. Because also r.(i~t.:f)c 
i'!Z" and i' is monic, we have 

or A0'T,= T 2A0 . By definition, T 3A0' = A 0'T3• 

Now for ftei there holds T,.4,;l! - A0T1~e(i)-1 (&i!*(:E)+ (Jt" IA>J, since 

1TT1A0:l- 1TA0T1~= A~- A01TT1~=0 

We had already noted that ('i)- 1(6ii!*(:£) + (Jt''I A>Jc Ker (T3 T 2). Altogether, 
• we have for &';efl 

T T 7., ~ .o 1' 7.' A- 7.' " 'l' • "" "' • A ·1• T T • 3 2 i .tlow= a 2 · o i:'"= 3..t:.1.0J.2.L1X= o 3 2 iX 

So T A0 = A0'T and A0 and A0 • are similar, which completes t.he proof. • 

3. Complete characterization in tenns of subspaces 
Tn this sec>tion we shall combine the Kalman canonical decomposition and 

the Morse canonical decomposition into one canonical lattice diagram, which 
gives a complete cbaraolet·ization of the zeros ment.ioned in § 2 in geometric 
terms. In order to make"//'* and [/• im•ariant and to maintain the inva.riance 
of (Ali%'> and (%jA), we take .F'es;(f*) such that (Jf'IA>cKer F and, 
dually, Oe<§(f/'*) such that Im Gc(AI~>- This invariance with respect to 
A +BF+ GO+ GDF is then verified as follows 

(A+ BF+ GO+ GD.F')i''* =(A+ BF)'f'-. c"f/'• 

(A+ Bl'+ GO+ G DP).9'* c (A+ G0).9'* 
+ (B + OD)Ff/'*c f/'* 

(A + BF+ CC+ GDF)(.:Jt"'IA>=<A + CG)(.:Jt"'IA> 
= A(Jt"IA>c (f.jA> 

(A + BF+ CC+ GDF)(A l93'>c A(A l·!i!t> + BF(A 193'> 
+ G(O + DF)( A l&J>c (.4 J@> 

(13) 

Note t.hat (A+BF+GO+GDF)l(Jt"IA>=Al(.:Jt"IA> so the o.d. zeros are 
the spectrum of either of these maps. A similar statement holds for the i.d. 
zeros. 

Because of the invariance (13) all sums .. intersections etc. oft.he subspaces 
r• et.c. are invariant too, so now we can talk about the spectrum on each of the 
edges in the lattice diagram of Fig. 4. This lattice diagram contains all in· 
formation on the zero st.ructure of the system, as will be explained below. 
In the figure, the acronyms oo, k.i. and c.i. stand for zeros at infinity, kernel 
indices ancl co·range indices of the transfer function, respect.ively ; these will 
be discussed in § 5. Decoupling zeros which are not invariant zeros have been 
given the addition 'sys.', decoupling zeros which are invariant zeros but not 
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i.o,d, zeros have been given the addition 'inv. '. Further, 'trm. ' stands 
for t.ra1l.Srni.ssion zeros. 

We summarize the results so far in the following statement, which gi\•cs a 
complete geometric characterization of the zero structure of a proper linear 
system. 

x 

i . d . ey!; . 

c.i . . (l . inv. 

<Al6>+<KIA> 

· .d.inv, c . 1 . i .o.d. 

i.d . inv . trm, i . o .d . c.i. 

$•-<KIA> 

trm . t.cm . 

k . i . i .o.d . trm . o . (Ltnv . 

i.o.d . k.i. o . d . inv. 

<KI A>O<A I B> 

.d. inv. k . 1 . 

<.KIA>flS* 

o . <J . sys. 

cO) 

~1gure 4, 
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Theorem 2 
Let the system (1) be given. Take any F e.?(1"'*) such that Ker F=> 

(.Jt" IA). and Ge@(.9'*) such that Im Gc(A !&J). Write A 0 =A+BF + CC+ 
GDF. The following statements hold with respect to the zeros of the system 
(A, B, C, D) (cf. § 2) : 

(a) The transmission zeros are given by 

o-(A 0 l("f"*n(A l9J))/(!Jt• + ((X'I A)n( A 19J>))) 

(b) The input decoupling zeros are given by 

"(Aol.'t'f(A laJ')) 

(c) The out.put decoupling zeros are given by 

o-(Aol<X'IA>l 

(d) The input/output decoupling zeros are given by 

"<Aol«A 19J> + (.:.t''IA> )/(A l9J)) 

(e) The sy•tem zeros are given by 

<r(A01¥/(A I&!>') )CJo(..401(.-V*l"'l(A la1))/.9'*)CJ 
<r( Ao l(.Jt' I A)n.9'*) 

(/) The invariant zeros are gi\•en by 

"(Ao 11"'*/at*) 

Proof 

( 14) 

The statement undee (a) wa.~ the content of Theorem 1 ; note that A+ BF 
may be replaced by A0 because1"*cKel· (C+DF) . The st,~tements under 
(b), (c) and (d) were already given by Rosenbrock (1970). The relation (/) 
was proved by Anderson, although he did not state his result as such (see § 2) ; 
cf. a.lso van cler Weiden and Bosgra (1979). finally, the characterization 
(e) of the system zeros follows from Roscnbrock's result (1973, 1974) that was 
phrased in § 2 as ' {e} = {a, b, c }- {<I} '. This can be seen by inspect.ion of the 
lattice diagram ; note that the diagram consists of parts that. have the form 
shown in Fig. 5, and that one c.an employ the standard result 

o(A0 I (7" + .Jt')/7") = <r( A0!.:;(" /(1"' n.?t")) 

many times. • 
We can read off a numberl of equivalent formulae for the transmission zeros 
as follows. 

Corollary l 

1~he t.rans01ission zeeos are given by 

"(A+ BFIU'"*n(A ltJJ))/(af• + ((X'l.<1 >+ <A la?)))) 
= <r(A +Bl' 1(7"*11(( .ff j A)+ ( A IEiJ)))/(9f* + (:f JA))) 
=o(A + RPl((Jt"IA> + (?"*n(A laJ)))/(.<1i'* + ( f jA) )) 
= <r(A + GGI (.,;V*n((A J.91) + <f l A ) ))/ (.9'* + ( .?t"IA) )) 
=o(A+GC!(.,V•n( A 11Q) )/(.9"*+((,?f'IA) n ( .4 l88>))) 
=a(A + GC j(.Y*n( A 19') )/((S',. + ( Jf IA))n( A 19.f) )) (15) 
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x 

v
1
Tv

2 

v, 

(0) 

~'igure ll. 

Proof 
'l'his follows from Fig. 4. Note f,hat A +BF+GC+GDF reduces to 

A+ BF 'below' ii"', as "//* c::: Ker (C + DF), and, dually, to A + CC 'above' 
.</'*. 

Remark 
After all, the equations (15) admit a 'direct' interpretat.ion. .Knowing 

that the zeros of the transfer matrix are invariant for output injection and 
state feedback, we can find the trans1uission zeros by applying state feedback 
and/or output injection such that maximal pole/zero cancellation t.akes 
place, or, equivalently, the Mell'fillan degree is minimized. The latter 
me.~ns that the system is made as unobservable and as uncont.i·ollable as 
possible, i.e. that output injection and st.ate feedback are applied to make 
'"fl"• •l.ncl .fl'* invariant. By a well-known result in pole placement, t0hese poles 
are given by "(A+ B Fl'"fl"*/£it*) ( = a(A + OClf•/.fl'*)) . After deletion of the 
decoupling zeros, we obtain (14). 

A matrix representation for Fig. 4 is obtained as follows. Let 

'uch that 

( Alai') = .o/'3E!).¥,@¥.$ff,$.¥s$~, 

<·.::t"IA> = ¥, $.¥,$¥, 

9"*=$',$~3@.~. 

-r• =.'l', $.~.$.¥, $!l',$ff,@.t'. 
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Let fi=<fl1 @<f/2 such that '?.11 =B-1(1'"*)r\Ker D and let '1Y'='iY 1(!)</Y2 such 
that'if,=(G.9'*)+Im D. By the invariance of these spaces it. is easy to check 
that in compatible bases we have 

Au A,, 0 0 Au; 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 A2i 0 0 A,,. 0 0 0 0 0 0 

A., Aa-i A., A .. A3s A,. 0 Ass A,. 0 R,, 
0 A42 0 A,. A .. s A,. 0 A,s A'° 0 B,, 

0 0 0 0 AM 0 0 0 0 0 0 

[: ;]= 0 A., 0 A., A., Aee o, A•• A-09 0 Br,2 

An A,, A1s A,. A10 A,e A,, A1s A1, B11 B12 

0 As2 0 As, Aso As• 0 Ass As, Bs, Bs2 

0 A112 0 A .. A,. A9• 0 A,s A,, 0 B,, 

0 0 0 0 o,, o,. 0 0 0 0 0 

0 C'22 0 o., C2s c .. 0 o,. c,. 0 D., 

which is a refinement of the matrix represent-0.tion of van der Weiden and 
Bosgra (1979), except that now D ;" 0. The decoupling zeros can be identified 
as follows 

o.d.sys. = "(A7,) o.d.iuv. = (A33) 

i.o.d. = a(A 11) i.d.iuv. =<>(A22) 

i.d.sys. = <>(A;sl 

4. Pole placement 
Here we investigate the freedom in JJQle placement for t·he class of state 

feedback and output injection mappings of the preceding sections, which leads 
to alternative characterizations of invariant and system zeros. 

Propositfon 2 
C-Onsider the set of Fe.fF("f'*) such t.hat <flA) cKer F . Then <>(A+ 

BF+ GO+ GDFl9i'*/(.9"*r\( $'IA ))a.nd "(A + BF+ GO+ GDFl.9"*/9i'*), where 
Ge@(..9"*), can be placed arbitrarily and independently by such F . 

Proof 
• Decomposer = e> ."Ii wit.h r, = 9l*r\<Jf'f A) (= .9"*r\(.;:t,.I A)), ."£, EBX, = 

i = I 

Bl*, .%'1e>.%'2$.:2"3 = 1''*· ."I,$.2'°3 => <%IA>. and x·,e~,$.:2"4= .9"*. Also, 
decompose <ft='i't,(!)<ft, with f/1 = R - '('>"'*)r\Ker D. Take Feff(1'°*) such 
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that « :if'IA ) c Ker F, and ta,ke Ge~(.9"*). Write A0 =A+BF + OO+GD.1:', 
B0 =B + GD, 00 =0+ DF. With respect f,o the chosen decompositions we have 

Au A12 .il.13 Au A,. Bu Biz 

0 A" A2a A2_. Au; B., B22 

Ao= 0 0 A,. 0 AM Bo = 0 0 

0 0 0 A,, A,. 0 8,. 

0 0 0 0 Ass 0 0 

c.=[O 0 0 o, o.:i D =[O D,] 

'Because ( A0 IB0W,>=9l'*, it follows that the pair (A,., B21 ) is "ontrollable. 
Also, because ( A0 IIm B0) = //*, the pa.ir (A.,, B.,) is controllable. If we de
fine F by J' = }' + i", where 

00] F.,, 
0 

0 0 

we obtain 

A0 =A + Bt'+GO+GDP= 0 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

~'rom this representation, it is clear that r• =Et, $.'f'2Gl::t"3 is im•ariant for 
A0 and is contained in Ker 00, so that Pe!F("f"*). Moreover, we have « lf'I A) c 
&''1$ ff3 c: Ker P. lly t he cont,rollability results mentfoned above, the eigen
values of the mat,1·ices Au+ B.,F12 and of A0 + B,.F., can be assigned 
arbitrarily and independently. Because 

and <T(A.,+B42F 24) = a(A0 l//*/9l'*), the proof is complete. 0 

As usual, t-he dual case holds also and will not be treated here. Tf we 
broaden f,he set of Jj' by ch'opping the requirement that ( X'IA.) cKer F, 
we can prove t.be following proposition. 
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Proposition. 3 
Let Ge~(.51'*). Then <r(A+BF+OG+GDFl.qt*) and a(A+BF+GO+ 

GDFl.9'*/ fft*) can be placed arbitrarily and independent.ly by Fe.9'("'!"*). 

Proof 
The proof is completely analogous to that of Proposition 2, and can in fact 

be obtained from it by merging the subspaces fi,'1 and~.. 0 

We can now charactel'ize invariant and system zeros by the follo";ng theorem. 

1'h,;are'1< 3 
'.l'he set of system zeros equals the sei of zeros of G.0.D.{X(A +BF+ GO + 

GDF)IFe.'.i'(i'"*), Ge@(9'*). <flA ) cKer F, Im Gc<AI@)}. 'fbe set of 
inva.riant zeros equals the set of zeros of G.C.D.{X(A+BF+GC+GDF)IFe 
Y(i/'*), Ge@(9'*)}. 

Proof 
.for the first case, note that the spect.rum of A + BF+ GO + GD .I? rest.ricted 

to (.?f" I A>. fr I< A l&B') or "f'"* /f!it* is independent of F and 0 . Figure 4, together 
with Proposition 4 and it<1 dual, then leads to the conclusion. For the second 
case, only the restriction to "'f"*/fft* has a fixed spectrum, as is clear from 
Proposition 3 and its dual. • 

5. Structural invariants 
In th is section we shall demonstrate the relationships between cert.ain 

subspaces and some structural invariants for the combined action of stat.e 
feedback, output injection und input-, output· and state space hansforrnations. 
}'irst we shall consider the ' zeros at infinil)T ', tising the results of Commault 
and Dion ( 1982) for t.lic strictly proper case. 

Thwrem 4 
For the system (l) define v

1 
= dim ("'!"• + ,9"i) - dim ('1""* + .9"1-•) (i = l, 2, ... ). 

Let p; = # {j I v;;. i} (see Fig. 6). Then the. p, are the orders of the zeros at 
infinit.y of t.hc trans-fer function of the system, given l>y C(s- A )-1 B + D. 

P.roo/ 
For arbit.rary F and G we have 

0(s - A)- 1B+ D= (l -(0+ DP)(s - (A + BF))-10}(D+ (O + DP) 
x (s- (A+ J3F +GO+ GD.l!'))- '(B +GD)} 

x(l-F(s - A) ' B} (16) 

This equation is of the form G(s)= B1(s)G1(s)B,(s), where B,(s) 1,md B,(s) are 
bicausal isomorphisms (i.e. proper rational matrices having a proper itwerse 
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" t 'v2 

• • 
• . . • 

• • 
• 

Figure 6. li "f equals the nurnlwr of stani in coluu1n i , then p1 is the number of sta~ 
in ro"' j. 

(Hautus and Heymann 1978)), so G(s) has the same zeros at infinity as G,(s). 
By choosing suitable bases and choosing F and Gas in (11), we have 

A1 B1 0 0 

0 0 0 
( 17) 

o I o 

0 0 0 0 

with B 1 monic and C1 epic. The zeros at infinity of :E =(A, B, C, D) equal 
those of :E1 ; (...f 1 , B,, C,, 0). :E1 has the same ,V• and [/'i as the original system, 
as was pointed out in § 2. For strictly proper systems the theorem was proved 
by Commault and Dion (1982), and application of this to :E, yields the result . 

• 
By this theorem the structure of (1'"* + f/'*)f"f/'* has been interpreted. 

So in Fig. ~ only .:Jt*/((Jf"jA) nS"*) and (1'"* + ( d. jJJ))/.A' * are left to be 
investigated. We shall study the former space, le1H'ing the latter to duality. 
As is well known, a system is left invertible (or, equivalently, it·S transfer fune· 
tion is) if and only if 911* = {O} (Morse and Wonham 1971 ). It is thus expected 
that {ff• is related to the kernel of the transfer function. Roughly speaking 
the unobservable part of :ft• does not contribute to the transfer fw1ction, and 
we may therefore expect that 91'*/((.:il'JA) nf/'*) is the only sp1tce in,·olved. 
T n the following we shall relate the subspaces r•nfl'I to a minimal polynomial 
basis for the kernel of the transfer function (Forney 1975). This result will 
be generalized to the unobserrnble ease later on. 

Theorem 5 

Let the system :E = (A, B, C, D) be an obseT\•able realization of the transfer 
mat.rix G(s). Define y1=dim (1'"*nS"')-clim (1'"*n.9'1- 1) (i= 1, 2, ... ). Let 
{o1, o2 , ... } be the list of degrees, greater or equal to one. of the polynomials 
in a minimal polynomial basis for Ker G, arranged in non-increasing order. 
Then the lists {y,, y., ... } and {o,, o2 , ... } are related in the following way : 
li;= *UIY;;.i) (cf. again Pig. 6). 

To show this, we first need some lemmas where we will assume without 
further mentioning that the pair (C, A) is observable. 
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Le111.:1na 7 

'!'he polynomial u(s) is a solution of G(s)11.(s) = 0 if and only if there exists a 
polynomial x(s), with deg (x) :<;deg (11), such that 

[

s-A 

-G 

B][x(s)] 
D 11(s) = O 

Proof 
('if') we have x(s) = -(s-A)-1Bu(s) and -Cx(s) + D11[s) = 0, i.e. G(s)u(s) = 

o. 
('only if') suppose that G(s)u(s) = 0. Define x(s) = - (s-A)-1Bu(s). Note 

that the degree of x(s) (i.e. the highest power in its <levelopment around 
infinity l11wing a non-zero coefficient) is at least I less than that. of 1t(s). Writ
ing u(s)=1•-ks•+ ... +u0 and x(s)=.'t:-k_1sk-1+ ... +x0+ x1r

1+ ... , we obta.i.n 
the following by expanding the equations ,;(s) = - (s- A)- 1 B11(s) and -C,;(s)+ 
Dit(B) = o 

-Bu• Y-k = 

Y-t+i = -Cx_k+i + D11_"~' = o 

Xo = Ax_, -B11_1 Y-1 - Ox_, +Du_, =0 
( 18) 

ft' l = Ax0 -B·u0 Yo = - C1x0 +Du0 =0 

Xi = Ax1 Yt = - Cx, =0 

It. follows that C(s-A)-'x,=0. Because the pair (C, A) is observable, it 
follows that x, = 0 and, in fact, x1 =0 for all j "?- I, so x(s) is a polynomial. 

[

s - A 
Moreover, we obviously have 

- C 
BJ [x(s)] = o. 
D u(s) D 

Lemma 8 

{ [
x1(s)] [xk(s)]} 

(I) lf , ... , is a polynomial 
tt1(s) u1,(s) [

s-A 
basis for Ker 

-C 

then {11,(s), .. ., u.(s)} is a polynomial basis for Ker 0. 
(2) Conversely, if {u,(s), ... , uk(s)} is a polynomial basis for Ker G, then 

{ [x
1(s)] [x"(s)]} [s-A 

, ... , is a polynomial basis for Ker , 
u,(s) 11•(8) -G 

;J where 

x,(s) = -(s - A )- 1Bu(s) (i = 1, ... , le). 
(3) llioreovee, the lists of degrees of the basis elements are the same. 
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Proof 
(I) Suppose that G(s)t«(s)=O. Then 

[

- (s-A)-1Bu(s)] [s -A 
eKer 

u(s) -G 

so that 1<(8) can be written as a linear combinat-ion of the u,(.•) (i = I, .... k). 

[

s-A 
Suppose that o.1(s)!•1(s) + .,. + <r.(s)u.(8) = 0. From 

- G 
B][x,(s)] -0 it 
D 1•,(s) 

follows that x.(s) = - (s- A )-1 B1t;(s) (i =I, . . . , k) . So we ha.ve 

[
x1(s)] [x,.(s)] 

"1(s) + .. . + °'k(s) = 0 
u1(s) 1t,.(s) 

(19) 

and consequently "i(•) = ... ~ak(s) = 0. 

(2) Suppose that 
[

s-A B] [x(s)]--O. Then x(s) is a polynomial (as 
-C D 1<{8) 

above) and x(s) - - (s- A)-1 Bu(s), with O(s)u(s) = 0. Jt follows that 

[
x(s)] can be written as a linear combination of the [xi(s)] (i = l, .. ., k). If 
1<(s) u 1(s) 

(3) If [
s-A 

B][x(s)] =0, then x(s)= -(s-A)-1Bu(s); so deg (x) < 
- C D u(s) 

([x(s)]) 
deg (u). 'J'l\erefore deg - deg (1<(8)) . 

11.(s) 0 

Corollary 2 [
8 

_ A 

The list of degrees of a min imal polynomial basis for Ker 
-G D

B] is 

the same as the list of degrees of a. minimal polynomial basis for Ker G(s). 

C<Yrollar;q 3 

The degree-list of a minimal polynomial basis for Ker G(s) is invariant 
under changes of basis in !t, o/I and '!I/ , and under transformations ~-:Ep= 
(A+ BF, R, C+DF, D) and ~-~a=(A+GC, B+ GD, C, D). 
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Proof 

The cit<'d trllnHlormntion• correspond to multiplication of [
8 

- A B] 
-C D 

from tho lelt and/or right by constant im·ertible matrices. 0 

Lm1111a 9 

U [8-A - 0, with polynomial, then x(s) is ,,\'•-,·alucd B] [.r(8)] [x(a)] 
-C D 11(•) u(s) 

(i.e. if .r(8) .r_, . .,.t>-1 + ... +.r0, then x_ •. jEJl• fori= I , .... k). In fact, we e\•en 
have x. ,.,jEY"'•nY' (i " I, .. ., I:). 

Proof 
Consider cqn~. (18) with .~1 - 0. Obviously, we have x0e{xl3u such that 

A:r+Bver•, Cx+l>u•O}·i"'•. From this, it follows that x_1e{xl3tt s.t. 
A:r+ B11ei l"•, C.r+ Du - 0} - i ' •. Going on in this way, we find that;r_ • .,er• 
for i ... I, ... , k. On the other hand, we have"'-•«= - Btt_• and Dtt_k = 0, l!O 

:r- •+1e{B11 I Du • O) • fl''. From this, it follows that x_'-+0e{;rl(3we.9"') s.t. 
A«'+ B11 •x, Cw+ 1)11 w 0}= ,9"1, Going on in this way, we fir1d that~·-•, 1e 
9'1 c fl'• for all i • I, .... k. Jn all, we have 

Lemma I 0 
Take /<'e.'F(.Y•). Then .Jt• =(A+ U li'IS"'n'f'") 

(
in fact, f (A+ BFJ'(Y1n.Y-•) = Sf•+1nr•). 

1-0 

'!'he proof of thi• i• by Htanclar<l met.hods (Anderson 1976). 

0 

Pr<JOf of IM 'l'/uorrm 
0.-t'Ontpo.iO JI - ii 1 E!l1'1aE!l 'fl,9 -1/4where<¥/1Ei):U2E&'i'4 =Ker D. :U, =Ker Bn 

Ker D, and 811, •!l''ni' •cJI•_ Note that B:U•n.$\'*={0}. l>ecompo..e 
,( -J",ei.t·, with f 1 - di• and !9' = &'1@19'• with~.= Im D. Take Fe9'(i .. ) : 
then we can \\Tile 

[ A
11 A.,] [B" 0 

A + BF· 
0 

B= An 0 B., 

0 0 
r'+ DP • 

0 :J 
where Du iR in,,crliblc, and 8 11 and B., are monic. Suppose that [;r(s)] i• 

11(~) 

[o c .. ] Da[: 
0 c., D., 

polynominJ and 
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x1(s) 

s - A11 - Atz B" 0 B,3 0 x 2(s) 

0 8-A2.'? 0 B2z B•a 0 u 1(s) 
=0 (20) 

0 -012 0 0 0 0 112(s) 

0 -022 0 0 D23 0 113(8) 

u4(s) 

Then x 2(s) = 0 according to Lemma 9. ~·rom D23u3(s) = 0, it follows that 1t3(sj = 

0. Also, from B221t2(s)=0 it follows that 1<2(s)=O. We are left with the 
equation 

[
x1(s)] 

(• - Au Bu] = 0 
1t,{s) 

(21) 

where (A,,, B 11) is a controllable pair. We may assume that. this pair is in the 
Bnmovsky ca.nonical form (see, for inst.ance, Wonham (1979), p. 118). Then 
(21) breaks down into a number (equal to ra.nk B11) of equations of the 
form 

[ 

s. -1 

- 1 

8 

o][x,(s)l 
b x)s) = 0 

l 1t(8) 

which can be rewi·itten as 

~~.(~:.~.·~'.'.~)" ' I 
x.(s) = B'x1._,(s) 

u(s) = sx.,(s) 

(22) 

(23) 

Obviously, a solution of minimal degree is obtained by setting x1(s) = 1, which 
gives x,(s) =8, .. ., x,<s) = s•- 1, and i1(s) = -sk. The minimal degree is equal to 
k, the size of the corresponding Brunovsky block. The degree of these solutions 
are greater or equal t-0 one, whereas the degree of tho minimal solut.ion of (22) 
is obviously zero. Therefore, the lis[t~ ~£A des;e]e.~ greater or equal to one 

in a minimal polynomial basis for Ker (or Ker G(s)) is equal to the 
- C n 

list of controllability indices of the pair (A 11, B 11). On the other hand, it is 
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well known (see, for example, Wonham (19i9), pp. 119-120) that the control-
1-1 

!ability indices relate to clim ~ Aa' Im B11 =dim ("Y*ll.9"1) (l= 1, 2, ... ) in 
i=O 

t.11e way indicated in the statement of the theorem. • 

By reduction to the minimal case we are now able to prove the following 
theorem. 

Theore1n 6 
Let:!: and}; be defined as in § 2. Define the indices y1(j = 1, 2, ... ) by 

(24) 

a;= dim ((Jf'I A)+ ('1'-.(:!:)11.9'i(:E)}) (25) 

Let {S1, S,, . .. } he the list of degrees of the non-constant polynomials in a mini
mal polynomial basis for Ker C(s), arranged in non-increasing order. Then the 
lists {y1, y2, ... ) and {a1, 82, ... ) a.re related in the following way 

(26) 

Proo/ 
By Theorem 5, all wo have to show is that °'I and 5.; differ by a conr,-tant 

integer (V.i), where 

(27) 

The following simple facts from linear algeb1·a will be needed. If T : fi-1-+!f°, 
is a linear mapping between (finite-dimensional) vector spaces, and if 1r is a 
subspace of fi-, and 'fl/' a subspace of if',, then 

dim (T"Y) = clim ("!')-dim (Ker T11"Y) 

dim (T-1il')=clim (Ker T)+dim (lm 'I'll'#') 

Using this, together wit.h the results of the Appendix, we can write 

ci1 = din1 {11i-l("f'*(l:)11.9"l(:E))} 

= dim {i-l('i"*(:E)11.9"'(:!:)) }- dim {i- 1 ("Y*(:E)119''l( k))lli- 1
( <%I A))) 

=dim {"Y*(l:)11.9'l(l:)11<A 19J>}-dim {i-1(..Y*(:E)llS"l(l:)ll(Jfl4 ))} 

= dinl { ("Y*(L)llS"l(l:))/("Y*(:E)llS"l(:E)}< Jf' I A> l} 
= dinl {(("Y*(:E)11S"'(l:)) +(fl .d))/($IA>} 

(28) 

(29) 

=a;-clim {<Jf'IA>l (30) • 
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Remark 

It is easily seen t0bat G(s)u0 =0, for u0eo/J, if an.cl only if B ·110e($fA) ancl 
Du0 =0. Therefore, the number of independent constant solutions to the 
equation G(s)u(s) = 0 ( = t·he number of zero-degree polyn.omia.Is in a minimal 
polynomial basis for Ker G) is equal to 

dim C<.Jf'fA)f"l.9'1(L)) +dim (Ker[;]} 

In particlllar, it follows that if i:=(A, B, 0, 1J) is an observable realization of 

G(s), then dim (Ker[;]) =dim (Ker[;]) + dim C<X'IA)f"l.9'1(L)). This, 

together with the dual statements, gives a criterion for a state-space system 

t-0 have a corresponding minimal syst.em which is standard (i.e. [;] is 

monic and [G D] is epic} 

'Finally, some 1·emarks on invertibility of transfer functions can be made. 
One of the results of Dion ancl Comma.ult (1982) is that G(s) has a polynomial 
inverse if and only if .9'*=f'l' and -r• = {O}. This statement holds only for 
1ninimal systems. The general statement· is contained in the following 
proposition. 

Propositi<Yn 4 

Let the system L= (A, B, e, JJ) have transfer function G(s). Then G(s) is 

left invertible iff fR• = {O} and [ ;] is monic 

right in'<'ertible iff .A''*=ffr and (e DJ is epic 

invertible iff .9'•a;i-r• =.~. re D] is e.pic and[;] is monic 

Furthermore, thcso (left, right) inverses can be chosen polynomial i.ff addi
tionally the conditions "l"*f"l( A l$ ) c:(.::t" IA). <A fal) c.9'*+(.?i'IA> or both 
of these conditions, respectively, are satisfied. Also, G($) has a proper 

left inverse iff .9'* = {O} and [ ;] is monic 

right inverse i.ff "/"'* =,~an cl (e D ] is epic 

in,•erse iff .9'* = {O}, -r• = ft, [ ;] is monic and re D] is epic 
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Prooi 
Tho condition for loft invcrtibility has been mentioned already ; the 

condition for right irwertibility follows by dualit~·. and im·crtibility holds if 
and only if both of these Ponclitions are satisfied. Using the Smith-l\IcMi.llan 
form it is easily seen that the im'eraes may be chosen polynomia l if and only 
if there aro no transmission zeros, which is equi,•alent to (Fig. 4) : r•n 
( A 1-<H) c&* + (fl A . or .9"* +(.fl A> => ~V*n(A I$) . J,'or left inYertibility 
et•= {0}, so in this case the first cond ition conies down to ·i" .. n (.-1 jY!) c ( ;t"JA). 
Right im'ertibility requires A'*= .fr, and Lhe second condition becomes : 
( A IY!' c .9"* .... ( f j.d). .~'or the last part, 1\ote that G(s) can be written 

[
0 11(s) OJ 

0(s) = B 1(s)G1(s)IJ,(s) with R1(s) and 8,(s) bicausal, and G,(s)= 
0 0 

, 

where G11M = cliag {·• P•, .. ., S-P', 1, . . ., I}. Then k is the number of zeros at 
infinity, and the p1 are their orders. As Jim B1(s) is invertible (i= I, 2), 

1~~00 

we see that. a necessary and sufficient condition fo1· the existence of a 
(left/right) proper im•erse is that "' (lefti right) in\'erse exists and t here are 
no zeros at infinity, i.e . .9"* =.ft* (or .1V* = 1'"*). For left irwcrtibility this 

be(·<n11es .9"* = {O}, [ :J monic; and for right invertibility r• =.fl·, [C D] 

epic. 0 

6. Conclusions 
The different kinds of zeros as defined by .Hosenbrock ha,·e a ,·cry natural 

geo1netric interpretation. Together \\·ith a number of structural invariants 
they can be rep1·esentcd in one canonical lattice diagram. This diagram 
can be d ewed as the product of the lforse clecomposition and the Kalman 
decomposition. As for future research, the question as to whet her a similar 
geometric interpretation can be obtained for non-1l!'oper rational matrices 
and generalized state-space systems would be of interest. 
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Appendix 
RelaJions bet1ce~>1 the geontetric strucf11r& of a yit'en sysle111 and of the corresponding 
11zinin1al syslrni 

ln t his appendix we shall use definitions (6) and (8) and show how they arc 

related to their analogue for L in the situation of F ijl. i . J?ortunatcl~', this 
relation is as dose as one might hope. 

Proposition A 1 

?'' l(E) = ,,f- •(Jl"i(l:)), for all j = 0, I. 2, .... 
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Proof 

By in<lu<>tion. .!for j = o, we have ·r•i;~;) =et and ,,i- 1(.'l) =11.t' =I= 7"'0(~). 
l>ecause" is epic. 

Let us now suppose that 'f'i(:E)=m-1(7"'1(:E)) for some defined j, and let 
us prove t he same fact for j +I. We first. show that m-'('f''l+l(:E)) c: '}Vi+•(:t). 
Take xe:!l' such t hat i:i;<E'f"l+1(:E); we have to ptovc t.hat .,,.:;;er11 '(:E) . Because 
ixef"l+'(:E), t here exists 11eo/1 such that 

Aix+B1tifl(:E), Cix+Du=O (A I) 

Using the comm utativity of Fig. 2, from (A I) we get i(Ax + Eu)E'f''l(:E), 
from which it follows, that 

.4,,x +Bu =11(Ax + Bu)e11i- 1(il"i(:E)) = 'f''J(~) 
Also, we have from (A I) 

From (A 2) ancl (A ~) it follows that, indeed, 11xei'i+l(~). 

(A 2) 

(A 3) 

Now, we show that J"'i+L(l:)c: .,,.i '('}Vl+l(:E)). Take xei/'1+1(r). Because 
"' is epic, there exists xe:f such t hat r.x= x. We would like to prove that 
iX€"f"IH(:E). Since X<;'f'l+i(~), t here exists ·u such that A~+ B·«e'f"l(:i:) and 
Cx +Du = 0. Because 'f''J(l:) = n-i-1('f"l(:E)), there exists !i:'Eil' with iiZ'E'f''i(:E), 
such that lfx+Bu =n-W. Using commutath'ity, we have "w=A11x+B1l= 
r.(Ax+ .nu), from which it follows that Ax+ Bu=w+w0 with w0eKer 11. 
Consequently, we get Aix+Bu=i(Ax+Bu.) =iw+iw0 . We know t hat 
iwe'f"l(:E ); moreover, w0eKer 1l'=i-1(<.:it"IA) ), so ·iw.e(%IA)c:'f'i(:E) for 
all j. So 

Furthermore 

Gix + D<t = C"x + l>u =Ox T Du= O 

It follows from (A 4) and (A 5) t hat i<;;e'f"l+1(l:), as desired . 

Proposition A 2 

.9'1(E)=7ri- '(.9'1(:E)) for all j = O, I, 2, ... . 

Proof 

(A ~) 

(A 5) 

D 

By induction. For j = 0, we ha,'e .9"''(k) = {O} ancl m - '({0}) ="({O}) = 
{O} = Y"'(E), bec11use i is monic. Let us now supf)O$e t hiit .9"1(L) =m- 1(S"i(:l::)) 
for some fixed j, and Jet us prove t.!1e same fact for j + l. We first show tha.t 
.9'i~ 1 (~) c: m-' (.9'i+1(L.)). Take :l:e.9'i+1(L). 'l'hcn there exist ' 'ectors tiiE.9'1(l:) 
and ue'l't such t hat .4 iii+ Bu =x and Ct'i! +Du= 0. Because tf-e.9'1(l:) = 
.,,.i-1(.9'l(l:)), there exist.s wr;!iC such that r.w=•» and iu'E.9'J(:E). Define x 
by x=Aw+B<t. 1'hen WC have ,,-:l'=11Aw+ .. Bu=Arrw+Bu=lf.ii!+Bu =:c. 
So 1'X=:'f, ancl it l'eniains to prove that ixe.9'i(:E) . This follows from ix= 
iAw+iEu=Aiw+Bu (note t.hat iwe.9'1(l:)), and Ciw+Du=fi"'w+Du = 
ca: .L Du = 0). Next, we ptove t hat ,,.j-l(,9'1+l(L))c: S"l+l(r). Let ii€ff' 
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be such that ixe.9"1+1(l:). We want to show that 1TXE.9"i-1(l°:). Because 
iX€.9"1+1(l:), there exist vectors we.9";(l:) and ue'!'I such that 

ix=Aw+ B1t, Cw+Du=O (A 6) 

Because [i"i(l:) c <A J.qj>) =Im i for all j, there exists u'Efft such that iw=w. 
'l'hen we have, from (A 6), i.x=Aiw+Bu=iAw+iEu. Because i is monic, 
it follows that x= Aw+lfo, so that .,,:;;=.,,.dw+"B" c .A,,.u;+B,,, where 

77WE1Ti- '(.9"1(:!;)) = ,9'1(1:). 

)loreover 
011w+ Du=Ci:W+ Du= Ow+I>"= O. 

This shows that .,,.xe.9"1+1(1:), and so the proof is oomplete. D 

To proceed, we need the following lemma, which is easily proved by the 
standard methods of linear a lgebra. 

Lemma A I 
Let !'l

1 
and !'l'

2 
be vector spaces, and Jet 1' : !'l'1->ffz be a linear mapping. 

Suppose that "f/' a.nd if!' are subspaces of ff,. 
'!'hen we have 

7'(..Y +if/')= 1'..Y + T"ff/' (A 7) 

We al.so have 
(A 8) 

if and only if the distribut.ive rule (ff'l"f//')+ KerT =(?""+Ker T)r.(ir + Ker T) 
holcl.s. Kow suppose that "f/' and if/' are subspaces of l:t:'z. Then we hM•e 

7'-l("f/'r."f//') = T-•fr.T-•·'fll' (A 9) 

We also ba.ve 
T-'("f/" +"ff/') = T-1.y + T-•"fl/' (A 10) 

if and only if the distributive rnlc (?"" + "fl/')f'llm T =(..Yr.Im T) +("fl/' r.lm T) 

holds. 

Prop08iti<>n A 3 
For all k=O, I, 2, ... and 1= 0, I, 2, . .. , the following is tr11e 

fk(l;)r..9"'(~) = ,,.i- •(?"""(l:)f'l9'1(:E)) (A II) 

Proof 
Because Ker "=i-'l<Jf' IA>J is contained in •-•("f/'•(l:)) for all k, we °"" 

write down 

j"k(~)r..9''(~) = 11i-'(f•(L))f'l,,.i-1(.9"'(l:)) 
= r.(i- '('f''k(l:))r.i-1( 9''(l:))) = ,,.;-•('f"k(l:)!l9''(l:)) 0 

In a. oompletely analogous way one prove.~ thG following proposition. 
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Proposition A 4 

For all k=O. 1, 2, ... and 1=0, 1, 2, .. . , the following is true 

(A 12) 

By letting the indices ill Propositions (A l )-(A 4) be Ja.rge enough (for 
in.stance, equal to dim (fr)), we get the following special cases 

r•(E> =ni-1(>"•(1:)) 

.9"*(t) = ,,i-1(9'*(~)) 

&t?*<E> = ni-1(9t•(:E)) 

.A"*(~)= 1Ti-'(.A'"*(:E)) 
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